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• CALD groups disadvantaged

• COVID-19 government health communication inadequate

• Not just about language

• Partner with leaders



Ezidi voices:
The communication of COVID-19 information amongst a refugee 

community in rural Australia- a qualitative study



Background



Methods: group interviews
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Common sense results:

1. The refugee experience influences the communication of COVID-19 
messages

2. Cultural, social and gender norms influence responses to COVID-19

3. Trusted individuals and service providers are key

4. Problems with available government COVID-19 information

5. COVID-19 communication can be improved



Participant suggestions for government sharing of 
official COVID-19 information

• Listen to community

• Provide clear, consistent and culturally appropriate messages

• Recognise diversity within the ethnic group

E.g., language, religion, literacy ability, English proficiency

• Translate using dialects specific to community groups

• Choose multiple methods to distribute official information

E.g., direct telephone calls, written handouts in language and social media videos

• Identify and consult with key Ezidi contacts

• Delivery via trusted and known community members and service providers

• Utilise highly frequented and familiar spaces to deliver messages

E.g., TAFE, school, medical and dental clinics, multicultural supermarkets, social media



“…the brain is tired, so we can’t learn”
(Ezidi influential community member)
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